
 

 

 

 

 

                   Agent information  

                                                                                                 17. februar 2017 

 

 

AACC - now with multiple messaging options 

 

 

Dear agents, 

 

 

We have previously sent agent information regarding AACC (Amadeus Automatic 

Customer Contact), which provides Air Greenland ability to automatically inform the 

traveler directly about time changes, re-accommodations or cancellations in relation to 

their travel either through SMS or e-mail. 

 

As we continue to experience that there are passengers who do not get the information 

about schedule changes, we have been working on an improved product of AACC: 

 

APN-M+299XXXXXX/EN/P1 (note .: available languages EN/DA/KL) 

 

Now we can also send a text message to the traveling passage and a friend, family or 

just for the individuals who collect guests at the airport with APN friend: 

APN-M+299XXXXXX/KL/F/P1 

 

SR CTCM-299XXXXXX/EN/P1 

 

Language and passenger reference must always be inserted. 

 

APM-+299XXXXXX/P1 (note.: Pt. No language; EN standard) 

•  Using APM-element it will be the agent's responsibility to ensure that traveling 

passengers agree to any information regarding changes will be in English (EN) 

 

At the same time agents should now be able to send change information on passenger 

level example /P1, P2, etc. In the same PNR 

 

We must point out that it is mandatory to insert contact elements into all PNR’s with the 

contact's mobile number and personal e-mail. 

 

Notification concerning schedule changes where there are less than 24 hours to 

departure will be informed via SMS (mandatory). 

 

Notification concerning schedule changes where there are more than 24 hours of 

departure will be informed via e-mail. 

 

NOTE: Changed PNR’s will still be put on the respective office queue. 

 

To see if the notification is sent to passenger, see: RHRN 

IP – In progess Message is processed 

OK – Delivered Passenger has recieved message 

NOK – Failed  SMS provider replies with a delivery failure status 

ST – Sent  Message is sent 

 

Always remember to check that e-mail and/or phone numbers are correct and schedule 

changes and/or notifications is received before removing PNR from the queue. 

 



 

 

 

 

If you have questions, you are as always welcome to contact us. 

 

 

Sincerely 

 

Agentservice 

helpdesk@airgreenland.gl 

 


